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Go the distance with this Rocky Heavyweight collection, featuring all six
knockout Rocky films including the first film with a stunning new master.

Sylvester Stallone stars in the greatest boxing saga of all time and triumphs
as one of the most inspirational characters in cinematic history. Witness every

epic, action packed fight and unforgettable moment as Rocky strives for
greatness through sheer determination against impossible odds. This
collection contains over three hours of bonus features including a new

featurette 8mm Home Movies of Rocky narrated by Director John Avildsen.
Disc 1: Rocky Blu ray Remastered Special Features: 8mm Home Movies of

Rocky (1975) Narrated by Director John G. Avildsen and Production Manager
Lloyd Kaufman In the Ring: Three Part Making of Documentary Behind the
Scenes Featurettes: Makeup, Music, Directing and Camera Work Boxing

Featurettes: Three Rounds with Legendary Trainer Lou Duva, The Opponents
and The Ring of Truth Tributes: Burgess Meredith, James Crabe Interview with

a Legend: Bert Sugar Video Commentary with Sylvester Stallone Sylvester
Stallone on Dinah (1976) Theatrical Trailers, TV Spots and More Disc 2: Rocky
II Blu ray Disc 3: Rocky III Blu ray Disc 4: Rocky IV Blu ray Disc 5: Rocky V Blu

ray Disc 6: Rocky Balboa Blu ray Movies Story : Written by David Franzoni.
Based on the book by John E. O'Donnell. Based on the 1958 John E. O'Donnell
novel. Director John G. Avildsen. Cast includes Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire,

Burt Young, Dolph Lundgren.
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this is the movie
that kick-started

the whole
commercial and

critical success of
the lebowski

franchise. i've seen
it so many times,
and it never gets

old, no matter how
many times i watch
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it. it's a weird
movie, but it's also
a lot of fun. i don't
know if i'd buy this

one as a single
disc, but it's a must-
have for fans of the

movie. = from=
amazon.com.=>
we've got a lot of
great actors in the
marvel universe.
most of them are
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comic-book based,
but that doesn't

mean they have to
be. the cast of
marvel's latest

movie, 'avengers:
age of ultron,'

includes none other
than academy
award-winning

actor robert
downey jr., the man

who brought iron
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man to life. 'age of
ultron' is a big-

screen iteration of
the comic-book
team that first

appeared in 'the
avengers' film in
2012. on top of

downey's
comeback

performance as
iron man, the new
film also stars 'the
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avengers' cast
members chris
evans, scarlett

johansson, mark
ruffalo, jeremy

renner, and samuel
l. jackson. 'age of
ultron' is directed
by joss whedon,
who also helmed

the first 'avengers'
film.  'the lego

movie' is a
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hilarious, family-
friendly adventure.

in an alternate
world where

everything is built
out of plastic bricks,

everyone is on a
quest to save their

own world. this
movie is like that,
only it's entirely
made up of lego

figures. in it, a little
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green guy (voiced
by chris pratt) tries
to stop a military
occupation of his

home town. this is a
movie for kids, but
it's also something
of a cult classic, as
well as a colossal
box office hit.  in

this family-friendly
fantasy adventure,
a young boy named
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jack must rescue
his younger sister

from the clutches of
a sorcerer. the

movie's protagonist
jack sparrow is the

youngest of his
siblings and was

once an orphan. he
has been raised by
his elder siblings,
but has a rough,
rebellious streak
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that has gotten him
into trouble. in the

movie, he must
overcome his past

to save his younger
sister. 5ec8ef588b
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